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About this Tour 

Enameling is a Persian art with thousand years of history, which was first invented to decorate 

old dishes. This handicraft is an art of drawing individual patterns on metals like copper, silver, 

and gold. The base color of dishes usually is blue, which is to remind people of the sky, but 

other colors like red and green are used as base occasionally. 

Today, the center of Mina-kari or Enameling is in Isfahan; still, in other cities, so many people 

do this art for their interest or as a job. 

You can know more about the history of Mina, the history of patterns, the theory of colors, 

and also how to make a Mina in a short half-day tour either in Esfahan or Shiraz with an 

English-speaking guide. 

Based on time, we can organize a small course of learning Enameling art with a master. 

 

Itinerary: 

Know-how Persian Enamels are made 

This half-day experience in Shiraz or Esfahan begins with visiting an Enamel workshop and 

meeting a professional artist with an English-speaking tourist guide. We’ll hear about the 

Persian Enamel art the history and mysteries of each dish. There you will see how an enamel 

dish (plate or vase) is made and designed. If you like you can try doing some enamel work 

with tips and guidance of a master, or you can seriously start your short course of learning 

Enamel art! 
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To start booking process, first we receive your visa documents and apply for your visa.  

When your visa is approved, we need to start booking process so a contract including all details about 

the fee, the payment policy, and cancellation policy will be sent you. You need to sign it and send it 

back to us in 2 working days.  

According to the contract, we need to receive 30% to 50% of the total fee to start booking and the rest 

will be paid in cash upon arrival.  

 

Cancelation policy: 

 

 

• If tourist cancels the trip before arrival when everything is booked, tourist must cover 

actual expenses of the Tour Operator as follow: 

 

✓ 30 days and more before the tour runs,30 % of the whole cost 

✓ 30 days to 15 days before the tour runs,60 % of the whole cost 

✓ 15 days to 48 hours before the tour runs,80% of the whole cost 

✓ Less than 48 hours before the tour runs, 100% of the whole cost 

 

Needed Entrance documents upon arrival: 

Passport  

Visa & Travel Insurance  

Emergency contact details:  

In addition to offering fabulous itineraries, we take pride in providing our clients exceptional 

customer service and support in a safe, comfortable, and hassle-free manner; from visa applications to 

airport transfers and local etiquette. 

Our team is available around the clock to answer your questions, provide valuable advice, and ensure 

that your trip meets all your expectations and requirements. 

Office: +98 713 226 1010 (our experts is available 24/7) 

Kimia: +98 917 090 65 06  

Payment process: 


